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Abstract—Inspired by maple seeds, the self-rotary winged aerial
robots reflect the advantages of both multi-rotor aircraft and fixed-
wing robots. However, their self-rotating speed is related to the take-
off weight, which may affect their application and flight stabiliza-
tion. To provide a practical and feasible solution, this work proposes
a passive compliant variable-pitch mechanism on the self-rotary
winged aircraft without requiring extra actuators. Depending on
the weight of the payload, the pitching angle of the wings can be
passively varied to minimize the increase in the rotating speed and
enhance attitude stabilization ability. Besides, an adaptive attitude
controller is also designed to address the challenges in attitude
stabilization, which are caused by parameter uncertainties and the
variable pitching angle. To elaborate on the design and fabrication
of the prototype, necessary identification experiments are arranged
to find the relationship of pitching angle, thrust generation, power
draw, and rotating speed. The experimental findings indicate the
proposed robot with optimal pitch angles achieves around 56.8%
more power loading than using propellers directly, from 4.4 to
6.9 g/w. The combination of the passive compliant mechanism and
adaptive controller improves flight performance from 0.16 to 0.08
meters (mean of absolute translational error).

Index Terms—Underactuated robots, aerial systems: mechanics,
control and applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNMANNED aerial vehicles (UAVs), such as quadcopters,
are believed to have great potential in many fields thanks to

their maneuverability when interacting with the environment [1].
However, this ability of a single vehicle is limited by the maximal
thrust it can produce, which is mainly related to its physical
design, such as the size and number of rotors. In recent years, to
address this challenge and be capable of heavier payloads, many
approaches and strategies have been studied by researchers, such
as the development of modular and reconfigurable airframes [2],
[3], optimal thrust configuration [4], [5], cooperative tasking
with multiple robots [6], etc.

Unlike conventional multirotors producing lift via propellers
directly, the self-rotary winged aerial robot (Fig. 1) seems to
be able to generate extra thrust by making use of its huge
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Fig. 1. A self-rotary aerial vehicle with passive compliant variable-pitch wings
carrying a payload. The thrusts of the propellers are used for both self-rotation
generation and attitude stabilization. And the lifting force is mostly produced
by the aerodynamic force from wings.

airfoils [7]. However, the inevitability of self-rotating motion
may also limit its implementations and applications. Especially,
when the rotating speed goes high, some of the applications
would be severely impacted. For example, the dynamic range
of a commercialized IMU (inertia measurement unit), which
is widely used in onboard flight attitude estimation, is usually
limited to around 35 rd/s [8]. Similarly, high rotating speed
would also cause unexpected blur to the applications with a
camera [7] or Lidar (Light detecting and ranging) system [9].
However, for a self-rotary winged robot, its thrust generation is
related to the self-rotating speed. That implies the extra payload
requires a faster-rotating speed to hover, resulting in an even
higher angular momentum in flight. This causes difficulties in
flight attitude control as a higher torque generation is required
to overcome the gyroscopic effect [10].

Previous studies related to self-rotating winged aerial robots,
such as [7], [11], [12], show great potential in flight efficiency.
However, this is achieved by overcoming the severe underactu-
ation and relying on the inherited passive flight attitude [13]. As
a consequence, those reported self-rotating winged aerial robots
are usually sensitive to the modification of their mass distribution
and flight equilibrium. To enhance the control authority, extra
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actuators can be added to obtain more degrees of freedom of
control, such as [14], [15]. However, this strategy increases
both manufacturing costs and controlling complexity. Besides,
studies like [8], [16] also show the attempts with event cameras
to address the problem caused by fast dynamic rotation, and
valuable achievements have been gained.

In this study, we introduce a self-rotary aerial robot with three
passive compliant variable-pitch wing (as shown in Fig. 1).
By applying the passive mechanism, the proposed robot be-
come less-sensitive to mass modification. The potential payload
is connected to the airframe through a passive variable-pitch
structure, allowing the pitch angle passively changed with the
attached weights. Besides, considering the possible dynamic
uncertainties caused by the complex force and torque generation,
and the varying pitching angle in our case, an adaptive attitude
controller inspired by [17] is proposed by deriving from a
Lyapunov candidate containing both the flight attitude error and
parameter error.

The main contributions of this letter are listed as follows: 1)
a passive variable-pitch mechanism is designed to reduce the
changes in rotating speed when an extra payload is attached; 2)
an optimized pitching angle of wings is found by detailed system
identification; 3) an adaptive attitude controller is developed to
handle with the dynamical uncertainties caused by the passive
variable-pitch mechanism; 4) actual flight experiments with
extra payload are arranged to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed strategy.

II. SYSTEM MODELLING

A. Force and Torque Modelling

A robotic platform has three symmetrically distributed wings
as shown in Fig. 1 and illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Details of the
prototype can be found in Section IV-A. In the plane formed by
the wing profile, a motor-propeller actuator is perpendicularly
mounted to its wing span direction. All three propellers spin in
Counter-Clock-Wise (CCW) direction. The body-fixed frame,
with xb, yb, zb denoting its x, y and z axis respectively, is
attached to its center of mass (Com). To introduce the forces
and torques produced in the body-fixed frame, we use variables
θ and φ to denote the pitching and rotary angle between wings
and the body-fixed frame. That is, θi denotes the angle of the ith
wing and the plane formed by xb and yb, φi denotes the angle
of the leading edge of the ith wing and xb, details can be found
in Fig. 2(a) and (b). In this study, we limit the consideration to
a symmetric configuration, meaning θi = θ, φ1 = 0, φ2 = 2

3π,
φ3 = 4

3π (in rads). Hence, the forces and torques produced by
the propeller can be calculated in the body-fixed frame, as⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

fx
fy
fz
τx
τy
τz

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−∑
fi sinφi cos θ∑

fi cosφi cos θ∑
fi sin θ∑

fi sinφilm sin θ +
∑

τi sinφi cos θ∑
fi cosφilm sin θ +

∑
τi cosφi cos θ

−∑
τi sin θ +

∑
film cos θ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (1)

where fi and τi are the thrust and reaction torque generated by
the ith propeller, i = 1, 2, 3. lm denotes the distance between
propeller and Com. Unlike other conventional multi-rotor aerial
robots, the proposed self-rotary winged aircraft generates fast
rotating speed (Ω) about its primary axis to achieve high hov-
ering efficiency. To model the aerodynamic force fw produced

Fig. 2. (a) and (b) show the top and side view respectively. (c) shows the
approximation to (10). (d) is an abstracted model of the passive mechanism. (e)
illustrates the geometry relationship of the passive mechanism, where ∠dac and
∠cad are calculated by solving triangle �adc and �cad respectively.

by wings, like other rotary winged robots, we simply apply the
Blade Element Theory (BET) and approximate the sum of them
on an assumed Center of pressure (Cop), as

fl,d =
1

2
ρCl,d(α)AV

2, (2)

where fl,d are lift and drag force, ρ is the air density, Cl,d

are the lift and drag coefficient respectively. Considering the
unsteady aerodynamics due to the revolving motion [18], the
model of lift and drag coefficients are approximated byCl(α) =
Cl,1 sin (2α), Cd(α) = Cd,0 + Cd,1(1− cos (2α)) [7], where
Cl,1, Cd,0, Cd,1 are experimentally determined, α is the angle
of attack. A is the wing area, and V is the relative air speed
to free air stream. Details can refer to Fig. 2(b). Considering
the symmetric configuration and near-hovering flight (when the
rotating axis zb is pointing upward), the aerodynamic force from
wings can be regarded as identical. As a result, forces and torques
in xb and yb are balanced with each other, leaving forces and
torques only in zb axis, formulated as

f ′
z = fl,1 + fl,2 + fl,3, (3)

τ ′z = −(fd,1 + fd,2 + fd,3)lp, (4)
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where fl,i and fd,i are the ith lift and drag force respectively,
lp is the distance of Cop and Com, shown in Fig. 2(a). For a
self-rotating robot, the effect of precession motion also adds
some challenges to the force and torque modelling. Compared to
propellers and wings, the torque caused by precession motion is
minor, and we use τx,p and τy,p to represent this effect onxb and
yb axes respectively. Details of the modelling of the precession
torque can refer to our previous work [11], [19]. Combining all
the effects from propellers, wings, and precession motion, we
obtain the full expression of force and torque in the body-fixed
frame.

B. Flight Dynamics Modelling

With the analysis and modelling of forces and torque ex-
pressed in the body-fixed frame, we can simply introduce
the flight dynamics to the proposed robot. Let vector f =
[fx, fy, fz + f ′

z]
T , τ = [τx + τx,p, τy + τy,p, τz + τ ′z]

T denote
the collective force and torque respectively in body frame. Let
a 3 × 3 rotation matrix R = [i, j,k] describe the mapping
from body frame to world frame, p = [px, py, pz]

T denote the
position of the robot in the world frame. Like other rigid bodies,
the rotational and translational dynamics can be modeled by
applying Euler’s equation and Newton’s law, as[

τ
Rf

]
=

[
Iω̇ + ω×Iω
mp̈+mge3

]
= Au (5)

where I is a 3 × 3 inertia matrix, ω = [ωx, ωy, ωz]
T is the

angular velocity about principal axes, m is the total mass, g is
the gravitational constant, e3 = [0, 0, 1]T is a basis vector, A is
a 6 × 3 actuation mapping matrix, which is derived from the
torque and force generation equations introduced in previous
Section II-A. u = [f1, f2, f3]

T is the actuation vector.

C. Optimization Modelling for Hovering

Due to its own flight character, the proposed robot can
hardly meet the restricted hovering condition with both zero
translational and angular velocity. Following the concept of
’relaxed hovering’ introduced in [20], we can easily find the
conditions, as f = [0, 0,mg]T , τ = 03×1. This necessitates,
fi = f̄ , fl,d,i = f̄l,d. Combined with (5), the relaxed hovering
conditions can be simplified as

f̄ lm cos θ − f̄ co sin θ − f̄dlp = 0, (6)

f̄ sin θ + f̄l =
1

3
mg, (7)

where co is the coefficient to denote the ratio of torque to thrust
of a propeller, as co = τ

f . Combining (2), (6) and (7), we obtain

f̄

(
sin θ +

Cl

Cd

lm cos θ − co sin θ

lp

)
=

1

3
mg. (8)

To achieve optimal flight efficiency, we aim to find a suitable
pitching angle θ to minimize the mean thrust (f̄ ) from propellers,
as

θ∗ = max
θ

(sin θ +
Cl

Cd

lm cos θ − co sin θ

lp
). (9)

Equation (9) implies that the optimal pitching angle θ∗ is related
to the Cl, Cd, lm, co and lp, which are decided by combination
effects including the geometry of wing profile, position of motor,

propellers, and the pitching angle. To simplify the consideration,
we leave only the pitching angle as a variable and regard other
parameters as constant values. In this way, we are able to identify
the optimal pitching angle θ∗ by arranging practical tests, which
will be introduced in future Section IV.

D. Passive Compliant Variable-Pitch Mechanism Modelling

To achieve the ability to passively increase the pitching angle
θ when the weight of the payload goes heavier, we introduce
the passive compliant variable-pitch structure including a linear
extension spring, free joints and rigid linkages, illustrated by
Fig. 2(d). The top side of the spring is connected to the airframe,
and the bottom side is connected to the payload adapter. A free
sliding rod inside the spring and the airframe guarantee the
spring stretches along zb. In this way, the passive variable-pitch
structure can be abstracted to a simple quadrilateral, denoted by
Sabcd in Fig. 2(e). Note that the wing is attached with linkage āb,
meaning its angular deviation from the horizontal is the pitching
angle θ. To model the relationship of angle θ and the length of the
spring, we use l0, l1, l2, and l3 to denote the length of each side of
the quadrilateral introduced in Fig. 2(e). Note that l0 is a variable
denoting the spring length while other sides are constant, and
the angle between ād and d̄c is perpendicular. Using the existing
geometric relationships, we obtain

θ =
π

2
− ∠dac− ∠cab

=
π

2
− arctan

l3
l0

− arccos
l20 + l21 + l23 − l22

2l1
√

l20 + l23
. (10)

To simplify the consideration and provide more insights, we
approximate the relationship described by (10) with a linear
function (θ = k0l0 + b0) by using the parameters of our proto-
type (introduced in Section IV), l1 = 40 mm, l2 = 30 mm, l3
= 15 mm. Details are shown in Fig. 2(c), where l0 ∈ [30, 60]
mm, k0 = 0.763, b0 = 0.084. According to Hooke’s law, the
spring length can be represented as l0 = l̄0 +

f
k1

, where l̄0 is
the relaxed length of spring, f is the stretching force, k1 is the
spring constant. Considering a payload with mass M is attached
to the robot, then the pitching angle θ can be re-written as

θ =
k0
k1

Mg + k0 l̄0 + b0. (11)

So far, we obtain the relationship between the payload mass (M )
and the pitching angle θ.

III. FLIGHT CONTROLLER

A. Near-Hovering Assumptions

In order to overcome the underactuation and develop a prac-
tical flight controller (as shown in Fig. 3), in this section, we
introduce the following assumptions under the near-hovering
equilibrium:

1) We assume the forces produced in xb and yb are small,
as fx ≈ 0, fy ≈ 0. In this way, we can decouple the rota-
tional and translational dynamics and apply the cascaded
controlling structure [21].

2) We assume the rotating velocity is nearly constant in the
flight. In this way, the collective lifting force generated by
wings is independent of the controlling inputs. In other
words, altitude dynamics is only related to the spinning
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Fig. 3. The proposed flight controller with a cascaded structure.

speed of propellers, which allows us to consider altitude
dynamics as a second-order equation and apply a standard
proportional-integral-derivative (known as PID) controller
to address the height error.

Note the rotating motion (the angular deviation about z axis)
is not a controlling goal of the attitude controller, then the flight
dynamics shown by (5) can be reduced as[

τx
τy
fz

]
=

[
Ixω̇x +Wx

Iyω̇y +Wy

mp̈z − f ′
z +mg

]
= Aou, (12)

where Ix,y is the moment of inertia aboutxb andyb respectively,
Wx,y is the first and second row of term ω×Iω respectively. Ao

is a 3 × 3 matrix, obtained from (1). Like other cascaded control
structures, the horizontal translational controller is realized by
stabilizing a proper flight attitude with respect to the world
frame.

B. Adaptive Attitude Controller

The aim of the attitude controller is to stabilize the flight
attitude, which is denoted by its rotating axis zb in our case. Let
a 3 × 1 unit vector zd represent the desired rotating axis. Then,
the attitude error in xb and yb axis can be calculated by

ex = jT · zd, ey = −iT · zd, (13)

where i and j are the first and second column of rotating
matrix R, meaning the representation of xb and yb with respect
to world frame, respectively. In practice, the variable-pitching
mechanism (introduced in Fig. 1, Fig. 2(d) and described in
Section II-D) and the difficulties of obtaining accurate mod-
elling of the precession motion may introduce possible param-
eter uncertainties to the mapping matrix Ao. Different from
our previous work [19], we consider a Lyapunov function L
consists both attitude error e = [ex, ey]

T and the uncertainties
of the mapping matrix Ão. Let Ao,xy denote the first two
rows of matrix Ao, let Âo,xy and Ão,xy denote the estimation
and error of Ao,xy , yielded by Ão,xy = Ao,xy − Âo,xy . Let
α = [α11, α12, α13, α21, α22, α23]

T denote the collection of all
the elements of matrix Ao,xy , α̂ denote the estimation of α,
similarly, α̃ = α− α̂. Let vector s = κ[ex, ey]

T + [ωx, ωy]
T ,

where κ = diag(κx, κy). Finally, the Lyapunov candidate is
proposed as

L =
1

2
sTs+

1

2
α̃TΓα̃, (14)

whereΓ = diag(γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5, γ6), denotes the adaptive gain
for each element ofα. Taking the time derivative ofL, we obtain

L̇ = sT ṡ+ α̃TΓ ˙̃α, (15)

where ṡ = κ[ωx, ωy]
T + [ω̇x, ω̇y]

T . Combining with (12), we
have[

ω̇x

ω̇y

]
= I−1

xy

{[
τx
τy

]
−
[
Wx

Wy

]}
(16)

= I−1
xy

{
Ao,xyu−

[
Wx

Wy

]}
(17)

= I−1
xy

{
(Âo,xy + Ão,xy)u−

[
Wx

Wy

]}
, (18)

where Ixy = diag(Ix, Iy). Substituting (18) into (19) and re-
arranging, we obtain

L̇ = sT
{
κ

[
ωx

ωy

]
+ I−1

xy Âo,xyu− I−1
xy

[
Wx

Wy

]}

+ sT I−1
xy Ão,xyu+ α̃TΓ ˙̃α. (19)

To guarantee L̇ is non-positively defined, we derive the control
signal u and updating law ˙̃α by solving following equations

sT
{
κ

[
ωx

ωy

]
+ I−1

xy Âo,xyu− I−1
xy

[
Wx

Wy

]
r

}
= −sTκps,

(20)

sT I−1
xy Ão,xyu+ α̃TΓ ˙̃α = 0, (21)

whereκp=diag(κx, κy) is the positively defined attitude control
gain matrix. Thus, we ensure that L̇ = −sTκps ≤ 0 by substi-
tuting (20) and (21) into (19). In practical flight, τx and τy in
(12) are calculated with the updated Ao,xy and u.

The negative defined property of L̇ implies that the value of
the proposed Lyapunov candidate in (14) will decrease once
the attitude error s is non-zero. This means the attitude and
estimation errors are reduced until the attitude errors are elimi-
nated. Compared to the use of a traditional PID controller, which
modifies the control torque directly by assuming a linearized
model, the proposed adaptive controller addresses the attitude
error by adapting the actuation matrix Âo,xy . In other words, the
proposed adaptive controller is more suitable for the problem
caused by the uncertainties of the dynamical model.

C. Translational Controller

Like other conventional multirotors, translational control can
be achieved by stabilizing the flight attitude (represent by the
rotating axis with respect to the world frame) at the desired angle.
We use zb ≈ [ξx, ξy, 1]

T to present the rotation axis with respect
to the world frame, with |ξx|, |ξy| � 1. Then, the translational
dynamics around near-hovering equilibrium can be simplified
as

m

[
p̈x
p̈y

]
= mg

[
ξx
ξy

]
, mp̈z = fz + f ′

z −mg, (22)

where fz is the thrust components generated by propellers
along the rotation axis, f ′

z is the lifting force produced by the
wings, which is considered as a constant value and previously
introduced in (3) and (12). This implies that the translational
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Fig. 4. (a) illustrates the details of the fabrication of the passive variable-pitch mechanism. (b) is the setup of the identification experiment of the optimal pitching
angle. (c) is the result of the spring coefficient identification with different diameters of coils. The dots are measurements and the lines are the fitted model. (d)
shows the power loading with different controlling inputs for different pitching angles. (e) indicates the optimal pitching angle with respect to power loading. (f)
indicates the relationship of rotating speed, collective thrust and pitching angle.

controller can be realized by stabilizing the flight attitude (zb)
and the collective thrust of the propellers (fz).

We use pd = [pdx, p
d
y, p

d
z ]

T to present the reference point in
the world frame, and the position error is denoted by ep =
[epx, epy, epz]

T . The function of the translational controller is
to calculate the desired rotating axis (zd = [ξdx, ξ

d
y , 1]

T ) and the
desired collective thrust (fz). To achieve this, we firstly represent
the position error epx and epy in a polar coordinates, as

δ = arctan
epy
epx

, ε = kp

√
e2py + e2px, (23)

where kp is a positive controlling gain, δ is the phase and ε is
the magnitude. And we have the desired flight attitude, as

ξdx = cos δ sin ε, ξdy = sin δ sin ε. (24)

Note that δ ∈ (−π, π]. For height control, a standard PID con-
troller is employed, formulated by

fz = kp,pzepz + ki,pz

∫
epzdt+ kd,pz ėpz, (25)

where kp,pz , ki,pz , kd,pz are positive controlling gains.

IV. PROTOTYPE FABRICATION AND IDENTIFICATION

A. Prototype Description

The prototype of the reported robot is made up of four primary
components: the airframe, wings, flight electronics, and the
passive compliant variable-pitch structure. The airframe is a
combination of customized 3D-printed parts and three carbon
fiber rods with 4-mm diameter to provide rigid connections to
actuators and wings. The wings are constructed from a 200-mm,
50-mm, 1-mm balsa sheet, reinforced with plastic lamination.

The flight electronics include three brushless DC motors with
propellers, a flight control board (Crazyflie Bolt), ESC (elec-
tronic speed control), as well as a two-cell Li-Po battery, details
can refer to Fig. 1 and Fig. 4(a).

The details of passive compliant variable-pitch structure
(shown in Fig. 4(a)), which mainly consists of three constant-
length linkages, a customized, 3D-printed linear spring as well as
a payload adapter. To provide necessary constraints and rigidity
to the prototype, a carbon fiber rod with 10-mm diameter is
inserted inside the inner circle of the spring. One end of the
carbon fiber is fixed on the payload adapter, and the other end
can go through the airframe and freely move up and down. The
airframe and payload adaptor is rigidly connected such that the
spring can be vertically stretched by the payload.

B. Identification of Optimal Pitching Angle

Noticing the fact it is challenging to obtain the accurate
parameters for the analytical expression of the optimal pitching
angle (as described in (9)). Thus, in this section, we arrange force
testing to find an optimal pitching angle θ∗ to minimize the power
consumption. In addition, the relationship between the pitching
angle (θ), rotating speed (Ω), collective thrust (fz + f ′

z) as well
as the corresponding power consumption (P ). The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 4(b), a prototype with a constant pitching
angle is mounted on a tripod via a ball bearing. The wings are
placed 1.5 meters away from the ground to avoid the possible
ground-effect. The collective thrust generated by the robot is
measured by a force sensor (ATI, Nano 43). To measure the
power consumption, a circuit with a current sensor (INA-260)
is developed and connected together with the flight controller.
The rotating speed is calculated from the records of the motion
capture system (OptiTrack). The testing range of the pitching
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Fig. 5. The prototype of passive compliant structure with selected spring
coefficient k1 ≈ 12. (a) shows the free spring length (l0 ≈ 43 mm) with no
payload, and (b) shows the spring length l0 ≈ 50 mm when around 100-gram
payload is attached. The pitching angle also goes from around 32 to 38 degrees
when the payload.

angle is chosen from 20 to 44 degrees with 2 degrees as a step.
For reference, we also include the configuration when the wings
are vertically installed, θ = 90 degrees. To cover most of the
working range of each configuration, the motor command is
chosen from around 15% to 90% with 15% as one step. In the
testing, each configuration has been repeated 3 times, and their
average value is chosen for analysis.

In Fig. 4(d), we plot the relationship between the motor
command (u) and power loading (η = fz+f ′

z

P , with the unit of
grams per watt, g/w) for all the configurations. Compared to the
configuration with vertically installed wings (θ = 90 degrees),
the rotating configurations (θ ∈ [20, 44] degrees) show signif-
icantly higher power efficiency. To find the optimal pitching
angle θ∗, we use the average power loading (from 30% to 75%
of motor commands) to present the flight efficiency for each con-
figuration. By fitting all the configurations with a second-order
polynomial, we have the relationship between the pitching angle
and flight efficiency, and we find the optimal pitching angle θ∗
is around 32 degrees, shown in Fig. 4(e).

C. Identification and Selection of Passive Compliant
Mechanism

With the relationship between thrust producing, rotating
speed, and pitching angle (as plotted in Fig. 4(f)), we need to de-
velop the passive compliant variable-pitching mechanism with
proper coefficients to match with, which is detailed by (11). Such
that, the proposed robot can work with both relatively high power
efficiency and small fluctuation in the rotating speed. Using the
previously introduced parameters, l1 = 40 mm, l2 = 30 mm,
l3 = 15 mm, and the relationship between l0 and θ, the relaxed
length of the spring l̄0 is chosen as 40 mm to allow the robot
to work with the optimal pitching angle θ∗. To find a proper
coefficient, a set of diameters of the spring coil is fabricated and
identified, details as shown in Fig. 4(c).

In our case, the proposed robot weighs about 150 grams,
and the extra payload for testing is about 100 grams. When
the pitching angle is around 32 degrees, the robot needs to
rotate about 30 rd/s to hover, as shown in point “a” in Fig. 4(f).
To achieve the goal of maintaining both high flight efficiency
and small changes in rotating speed, the passive mechanism
is expected to increase around 4–6 degrees of pitching angle
when 100 grams payload is attached. As shown by point “b” in
Fig. 4(f), the robot needs to rotate only 3 rd/s faster to hover
but still obtain relatively high flight efficiency. To achieve that,
we choose a spring with d = 2.4 mm, k1 ≈ 12 in Fig. 4(c).
Substituting to (11), we obtain θ = 0.06M + 32. Details of the
selected structure can be found in Fig. 5.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Experimental Setup

All the experiments are carried out in an indoor environment
equipped with motion capture cameras. The position and attitude
measurements from the motion capture system are used for
both controlling and ground-truth purposes. The algorithm and
calculation are processed in a Python environment in a ground
station computer, and the wireless communication between the
robot and the ground station is accomplished with Crazyradio
PA. More details of the experimental setup can be found in our
previous work [11].

B. Adaptive Attitude Stabilization

To show the effects of the adaptive terms in (14), we first
arranged the attitude stabilization experiments for the cases with
and without payload (around 100 g). Considering the possible
drifting with only the attitude controller, the robot takes off
and hovers in the middle of the flying area with an altitude
of 1.2 meters with the position control in the first 20 seconds.
From 20 seconds to 50 seconds, the flight controller switches
to attitude control with a constant reference of zd = [0, 0, 1]T

and the altitude control with a constant height setpoint of 1.2
meters. For the first 15 seconds, the adaptive gain matrix Γ is
set to be zeros. While for the second 15 seconds, the adaptive
terms are enabled. The details of the attitude errors are plotted
in Fig. 6(a) and (b). To highlight the contribution of the adaptive
terms, we also plot the square of the attitude errors in a log scale
in Fig. 6(c). In the flights, the changes of the α are provided
in Fig. 6(d) and (i). The results indicate that the adaptive terms
can effectively correct the mapping matrix Ao to eliminate the
attitude error.

Note that the initial guess of the mapping matrix Âo, the
adaptive gain matrix Γ, and the attitude control gain κp are
set to be identical for two different cases (with and without
payload). Higher fluctuations are observed in blue color owing
to the extra payload. Still, the flight attitudes can be reliably
stabilized thanks to a higher pitching angle providing more force
to attitude control even maintaining a relatively small attitude
gain.

C. Hovering Flights

With the purpose of further evaluating the proposed cascaded
flight controller and passive variable-pitch mechanism with
a payload, we manage three different situations for hovering
flights: A, passive variable-pitch mechanism without adaptive
terms; B, passive variable-pitch mechanism with adaptive terms;
C, fixed pitch angle without adaptive terms. Considering the
adaptive attitude controller contains only the errors of flight
attitude and mapping matrix, it may cause problems when using
it in a controlling loop with position error. In other words, the
attitude error calculated from the position error may cause the
wrong updating to α. To this end, we design a small period
of attitude control before putting the position error in the loop.
After this, the adaptive gains Γ are set to be zeros. Each flight
contains an attitude control stage, a take-off stage, a hovering
stage, and a landing stage. Each situation has been repeated three
times. Both attitude and position errors of the hovering stage are
calculated and shown by boxplots in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Plots (a) to (c) are the comparison of the attitude error. Plots (d) to (i) show the comparison of parameter α in the flight. The shadowed portion represents
the adaptive terms are disabled, while the blank portion indicates the adaptive terms that are enabled. Blue and red lines are with and without payload respectively.

(c)

Fig. 7. The top box plots show the comparison of attitude (a) and position errors (b), (c) of different configurations (a), (b), and (c) in hovering flights. All the
box plots follow the default setting of the MATLAB (MathWorks) function ’boxplot’. Plots (d), (e), and (f) are the flight trajectories in axis x, y and z respectively
when tracking a helix path. Solid lines (5 flights are plotted) are the actual positions, and dashed lines are the reference. The plot of the motors’ signal in one flight
during 46–47 s is shown in (g).

Note that the controlling gains for all the situations maintain
the same for a fair comparison. For the performance of attitude
stabilization, the contribution of the passive variable-pitch mech-
anism and adaptive terms can be validated by comparing case A
with case C and B respectively (as shown in Fig. 7(a). In Fig. 7(b)
and (c), the improvement in position control is not obvious (by
comparing case A with case B) even though the adaptive terms
are employed. That is because the main factors affecting position
control performance are from the near-hovering assumptions.
But the existence of the passive variable mechanism shows
visible improvement in position control (by comparing cases A,
B with C). As the higher pitching angle can reduce the rotating
speed, resulting in a small angular momentum. On the other

hand, a higher pitching angle allows higher torque generation to
respond the position errors.

Another aspect to validate the contribution of the passive
variable-pitch mechanism is the rotation speed for each
configuration. When there is no payload attached and the spring
is relaxed, the pitching angles of the wings are around 32
degrees. And its rotation speed in hovering is around 26.7 rd/s.
With an extra 100-gram payload attached and maintaining the
same pitching angle, it requires a higher rotating speed to hover,
at around 36 rd/s. By employing the passive variable-pitch
mechanism, the rotating speed remains similar to the one
without payload, around 28.7 rd/s (compared to 26.7 rd/s). It
is necessary to point out that the hovering rotating speeds of
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each case show differences to the force identification result (4.
F), which is mainly caused by the inaccurate modelling of the
passive mechanism and the potential force measurement errors.

D. Trajectory Following

To verify the proposed flight controller and aerial platform
in the trajectory following tasks, we design a helix path with a
radius of 1 m, the height varies from 0.8 to 1.5 meters, for the
situation with both 100-gram payload and passive mechanism.
To maintain the near-hovering assumption and minimize the
aerodynamic forces caused by horizontal traveling, we limit the
tracking velocity to around 0.2 meters per second. The flight has
repeated 5 times and the positions with respect to the reference
in x, y, and z axis of the world frame are plotted in Fig. 7(d),
(e), and (f).

To show the effectiveness of the proposed strategy, a simple
comparison of the experimental results has been made. In [11],
the root mean square error in horizontal and altitude error of
path-tracking are 0.39 and 0.09 meters respectively. In this work,
the corresponding values are 0.28 and 0.04. In [19], the root mean
square error in horizontal and altitude error of hovering flights
are 0.15 and 0.03 meters respectively, while in this work, the
corresponding values are 0.12 and 0.04 meters. Note that the
proposed robot carries an extra 100-gram payload and uses a set
of constant control gains in all flights.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have developed a passive compliant variable-
pitch mechanism for a three-winged self-rotary aircraft. With the
simplified mathematical modeling of the proposed system, we
further developed a practical flight controller and prototype. The
results of the flight experiment with extra payload indicate that
the proposed strategy can effectively reduce the sensitiveness
and stabilize the flight attitude of a winged self-rotary robot
exposed to mass modification.
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